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Abstract
As digital image collections have been growing ever
larger, the multimedia community has put emphasis on
methods for image content analysis and presentation. To
facilitate extensive user studies of these methods, a single
platform is needed that can uniformly incorporate all the
analysis and presentation methods under study. Due to
its extensibility features, a plug-in API for image analysis
methods and a browsing mode API for presentation meth-
ods, we believe that the PhotoCube browser can be that
platform. We propose a demonstration focusing primarily
on these features, allowing participants to appreciate the
full potential of PhotoCube as a demonstration platform.
1 Introduction
Since the introduction of personal computers, and digi-
tal cameras in particular, collections of digital images have
been growing ever larger. Personal collections now often
contains tens of thousands of images, while professional
collections and web-scale collections are much larger.
In the multimedia community, there has been a corre-
sponding emphasis on methods to analyze images to enable
various usage scenarios. These analysis methods include
face recognition [12], object recognition [4], timeline anal-
ysis [3], and many more. There has also been significant
emphasis on various methods for presentation of images,
such as the image 3D image walls, photo tourism [7], and
the compaction of images onto the screen [1].
1.1 Need for a Demonstration Platform
With the proliferation of analysis and display methods,
it becomes extremely important to conduct user studies to
compare the methods and analyse their impact on user pro-
ductivity and satisfaction. So far, however, such efforts are
rare and typically underwhelming. It appears that there are
two main reasons for this lack of user studies.
First, running proper user studies is very time-
consuming and expensive. There is usually neither time nor
funding for such efforts. But the second issue, which we
address here, is that even when there is time or funding, it
is difficult to avoid comparing apples with oranges. Each
analysis method or presentation method is typically embed-
ded in a particular system produced by the authors, with a
specific user interface and specific visual features, and this
diversity makes an objective comparison very difficult.
What is needed is a single platform that can uniformly
incorporate all the analysis and presentation methods un-
der study. For the last two years we have been developing
the (soon-to-be open source) PhotoCube browser, which we
believe can become such a platform.
1.2 The PhotoCube Prototype
PhotoCube is a three-dimensional graphical user inter-
face for effective image browsing [11, 10]. PhotoCube im-
plements a novel multi-dimensional data model for media
browsing, called ObjectCube, which in turn is based on the
multi-dimensional analysis model that has been so success-
fully employed by the business intelligence community for
various data warehousing and OLAP applications [2].
The two key entities of the data model are tag-sets, which
encapsulate all tags describing a particular concept that a
user might be interested in, and hierarchies, which pro-
vide structure and organization to the tag-sets. A typical
tag-set is People, which might have the hierarchies Family
and Friends. Another typical tag-set is Image Date, which
might have the Year-Month-Day and Weekday hierarchies.
These simple concepts are used to form media hyper-
cubes, which represent the browsing state at each time. Typ-
ical browsing operations include drilling-down into a partic-
ular hierarchy, selecting tag-sets or hierarchies for the 3D
display, and applying various filters to narrow the scope of
the browsing state. While the multi-dimensional data model
enables many interesting browsing scenarios, however, it is
actually the architecture of the system that makes it very
suitable as a general demonstration platform.
First, the underlying media server has a simple and very
extensible plug-in API, which can be used to encapsulate
image analysis methods. Upon insertion, each image is
analysed by all the available plug-ins, which in turn gener-
ate tags into the corresponding tag-sets. As a strong case in
point, we have recently integrated a face recognition plug-in
by adapting an existing holistic face recognition algorithm
to the plug-in API [5]. Since face recognition is among the
most complex analysis methods as yet proposed, we believe
that the plug-in API can be used to encapsulate any image
analysis methods from the literature.
Second, the GUI is implemented using so-called brows-
ing modes, which are applied to the (entire or partial) brows-
ing state to decide the display method. The browsing
modes are, again, encapsulated using a simple, yet exten-
sible browsing mode API, which can be used to integrate
multiple presentation methods into a single interface.
1.3 The Demonstration Proposal
We have previously demonstrated PhotoCube at ICMR
2011 where we focused on the browsing interface and op-
erations. It was indeed during the discussions with ICMR
conference attendees that the concept of a demonstration
platform arose, as some attendees pointed out the value of
the system for demonstrating their work; they would not
need to develop an entire browser, but could simply adapt
their methods to the plug-in API and thereby gain access to
all the existing browsing functionality.
At CBMI 2012, our demonstration will focus primarily
on the plug-in and browsing mode APIs. We will bring a
poster explaining the two APIs in detail, as well as the exist-
ing plug-ins and browsing modes. We will then dynamically
insert images taken at CBMI—or supplied by participants—
into PhotoCube and demonstrate the outcome of the image
analysis plug-ins using the various browsing modes. The
code will be available for review for those curious about the
difficulty of integration. We believe that this demonstration
will allow participants to fully appreciate the potential of
PhotoCube as a demonstration platform.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, we briefly describe the ObjectCube data model and
the media server implementing it, before describing the
plug-in API. Then we briefly describe the PhotoCube inter-
face, before focusing on the browsing mode API. Finally,
we conclude with a summary of the demonstration.
2 ObjectCube
ObjectCube is a generic multi-dimensional data model1
and a browsing engine based on the concepts of the well
known multi-dimensional analysis [2]. In the ObjectCube
data model, browsing operations are used to zoom into the
media collection and construct multi-dimensional browsing
sets, or cubes, similar to OLAP cubes but with objects in-
stead of numerical facts. These cubes are then displayed
using the PhotoCube interface, described next.
The ObjectCube model is formally defined in [8, 9], but
in the following we review the model and the browsing en-
gine architecture, focusing on the core aspects that are nec-
essary for understanding the PhotoCube prototype.
2.1 The Data Model
The core concepts of ObjectCube are objects, tags, tag-
sets, hierarchies, and filters. These concepts are used to con-
struct multi-dimensional browsing cubes presented to users.
The first core concept of ObjectCube is the object which
is an item of interest to the user (typically a photo). The
second core concept is the tag which is any meta-data at-
tached to an object. Objects and tags can be linked thanks to
the following four multi-dimensional concepts derived from
multi-dimensional analysis (MDA). Tags can be grouped in
tag-sets. A tag-set is a set of tags that the user perceives to
be related, typically a category of tags representing a notion
that is important to the user. A hierarchy is a tree adding
structure and order to a subset of the tags of a tag-set. More
informally, it serves to categorize some of the tags of a tag-
set. A hyper-cube is created by selecting and storing infor-
mation about one or more tag-sets, or hierarchies, which the
user wishes to browse objects by. Last, a cell is the intersec-
tion of a single tag from each of the dimensions (tag-sets or
hierarchies) in a hypercube. The hierarchy, hyper-cube and
cell concepts are very similar to the corresponding concepts
in MDA; the main difference is that in MDA, the simple
numerical facts are easily aggregated at higher levels in hi-
erarchies, while in ObjectCube aggregation is an important
research topic.
Data retrieval concepts must be defined together with the
data model. The key retrieval concept is a filter, which is
a constraint describing a sub-set of objects that the user
wishes to browse. A filter can be applied to any dimen-
sion. Filters can be applied to single tags, can do range-
filtering of tag values and can be applied to the nodes of the
hierarchies of the data model. Applying filters results in a
browsing state which is essentially a hyper-cube that stores
the various predicates and information associated with the
current set of media objects that are displayed to the user.
1Although we focus on image browsing here, ObjectCube is a general
model which is not bound to a specific media type.
Figure 1: Architecture of the ObjectCube prototype.
2.2 ObjectCube Architecture
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the ObjectCube pro-
totype. The prototype consists of a central logic module im-
plementing the data model, as well as APIs for data storage,
user interface development, and automated media analysis
using the plug-in architecture. Plug-ins are software com-
ponents which are called upon to analyze media objects dur-
ing insertion and generate new tags or attach objects to ex-
isting tags. Currently, three plug-ins are implemented that:
extract the EXIF meta-data associated with media files; ex-
tract faces from photos; and analyze the color composition
of photos.
The ObjectCube prototype is written in C++ and makes
extensive use of its standard library, as well as the TR1 C++
library extensions. The current implementation, without
plugins, consists of approximately fourty thousand lines,
and runs on Mac OS X 10.6 and Ubuntu Linux 10.04.
Data-store implementations exist for three different re-
lational database systems including MonetDB, an open-
source column-store from CWI, that is known for its focus
on performance.
We ran extensive performance evaluations checking the
scalability of simple tag filtering, range filtering as well as
hierarchical filtering. We measured the response time of the
server when retrieving data sets having varying cardinali-
ties. It basically shows that the ObjectCube is indeed us-
able in practice as it returns answers very rapidly. Detailed
performance results are reported in [9].
2.3 The Plug-In API
Each plug-in implements a C++ class containing five
functions. In our experience, these five simple functions are
sufficient to implement even a complicated analysis method
such as face recognition.
The goal of the Process(photo) call is to associate
generated tags (new or previously generated) with bounding
boxes; e.g., associating names with faces. Each bounding
box may be associated with a set of tags, then considered
proposals and ordered with the most likely tag first.
Subsequently, the user can Confirm() one of these
tags, or even an entirely different tag if the plug-in fails in-
clude the correct tag in the proposed list. If the user adds a
bounding box and associates it with a tag, this can also be
done using the Confirm() call; the plug-in may choose
to analyse such false negatives and learn from them. The
user may also Delete() the bounding box if a) it is a
false positive, or b) the user simply wishes to remove the
tagging. Note that unused tags are garbage collected.
The user can Rename(oldTag,newTag) a tag, e.g.,
to change the name generated by the plug-in. Finally, the
user may discover that two tags are actually the same and
Merge(tag1,tag2) them.
3 The PhotoCube Prototype
PhotoCube [6, 10, 11] is the prototype photo browser
we implemented on top of ObjectCube. It is strongly in-
spired by the browsers defined in the OLAP world, but
also incorporates elements from 3D game-play. The GUI
of PhotoCube supports three browsing dimensions, some or
all of which can be used simultaneously. Since the under-
lying data model supports pivoting dimensions on and off
the screen, this results in practical multi-dimensional im-
age browsing. PhotoCube fully uses the ObjectCube model
and can thus provide a rich set of browsing actions, such as
drilling down through tag hierarchies and applying various
filters to dimensions to focus on particular sets of images. It
includes modules for pre-loading images and caching pic-
tures in memory for efficiency.
3.1 The Browsing Mode API
The browsing mode API offers four interfaces. The
Initialize() call loads any resources that may be
needed; the Load(c) displays the images in sub-cube c
and enables user interaction with the mode; finally, the
Disable() releases all resources. While this API looks
extremely simple, the complexity is actually hidden in the
hyper-cube data structure c that is passed to the mode. This
data structure initially encapsulates the browsing state that
is returned from the media server. Subsequently, the user
may choose a sub-set of the browsing state and switch to a
different browsing mode, this subset is then encapsulated in
the sub-cube c that is passed to the Display() call.
3.2 Current Browsing Modes
The default browsing mode is cube mode, which is a di-
rect 3D representation of the ObjectCube data model; see
Figure 2: Screenshot of PhotoCube in cube mode.
Figure 3: Screenshot of PhotoCube in card mode.
Figure 2. In this mode, users can build an image hyper-
cube by applying all the features supported by ObjectCube,
such as filtering, pivoting, drill-down and roll-up. More de-
tails of the implementation of the cube mode, including the
placement of image cells, may be found in [6].
The card mode is used to view details of images from
selected cells in more details; see Figure 3. The images are
presented as a row of standing cards, easily browsed.
As a proof of concept, we also implemented shooter
mode, a simple arcade-style game where the selected im-
ages are used as shooting targets. Further modes could in-
clude various presentation modes from the literature, slide-
shows, web publishing and other such features.
3.3 PhotoCube Effectiveness
A preliminary user evaluation of PhotoCube, focusing
on the browsing model rather than the user interface itself,
has been performed. The users were five males, all with a
computer science background but a varying experience with
image browsers. The advanced user sample was chosen as
more experienced computer users are more likely to under-
stand the difference between the model and the user inter-
face. The key results were that our participants found the
prototype rather complicated and cumbersome to use, while
finding it at the same time highly enjoyable, imaginative,
and useful. The somewhat negative view of the prototype is
not unexpected as our focus was on getting the most amount
of features into it, at the cost of a poorer user interface. The
evaluation results indicate, however, that the model has the
potential to improve the state-of-the-art in image browsing.
4 Demonstration Summary
As mentioned in the introduction, our demonstration will
focus primarily on the functionality and features of the plug-
in API and browsing mode API. In this proposal we have
described these APIs as well as the plug-ins and browsing
modes that exist at this time; we also plan to implement fur-
ther analysis plug-ins and browsing modes. For the demon-
stration, we will bring a poster explaining the two APIs in
detail, as well as the existing plug-ins and browsing modes.
We will then dynamically insert images taken at CBMI—or
supplied by conference participants—into PhotoCube and
demonstrate the outcome of the image analysis plug-ins us-
ing the various browsing modes. The demonstration will be
very interactive, as conference participants will be able to
use PhotoCube themselves. The code will also be available
for review for those curious about the difficulty of integra-
tion. We believe that this demonstration will allow partic-
ipants to fully appreciate the potential of PhotoCube as a
demonstration platform.
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